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THE COMMON THEMES
THROUGHOUT THIS REPORT
ARE SUPPLY CHAIN RISK,
VISIBILITY AND RESILIENCE
ALONGSIDE THE GROWING
IMPORTANCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
SOCIAL GOVERNANCE (ESG).

Edbury Daley

“THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT BOTH THE TECHNOLOGY AND THE
PEOPLE ARE STEPPING UP TO THOSE CHALLENGES.”
INTRODUCTION
At Edbury Daley we are constantly working with and talking to
the most influential people in Procurement Technology software
and consulting. This gives us unrivalled industry insights on M&A
activity, key leaders moving companies, their thoughts and views,
changing customer demands and how practitioners are adapting.
The Insider is our bi-annual report where we put all this together.
In this edition we review the major events in the sector in the
past six months including the high profile career moves and key
acquisition activity. We also look at the changing demands faced
by procurement solutions providers and what that means for the
development of the procurement and supply chain skillset.

Highlights include:
• Procurement Technology - the big moves
• The Hiring Landscape in 2021 - recent activity and trends
• Procurement Technology in 2021 - thoughts from industry leaders
• Procurement & Supply Chain Consulting - moves and insights
• The rise of Digital & Sustainable Procurement Skills
When it comes to the dominant trends affecting both technology
and people, the common themes throughout this report are
supply chain risk, visibility and resilience alongside the growing
importance of Environmental Social Governance (ESG), the value
of data and the marriage of technology with people, to face the
challenges created by a global pandemic.
The good news is that both the technology and the people are
stepping up to those challenges and that is something to celebrate.
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IN TERMS OF THE CORPORATE WORLD,
IT’S WORTH RECAPPING SOME INTERESTING
DEVELOPMENTS FROM LAST YEAR AND
ANY REVIEW HAS TO START WITH COUPA
WHO MADE FOUR ACQUISITIONS IN 2020
TAKING ITS OVERALL TOTAL TO 18.

Edbury Daley

“DESPITE THE CHALLENGES FACING THE GLOBAL ECONOMY IN 2020,
THERE HAVE STILL BEEN SOME VERY INTERESTING MOVES IN THE SECTOR.”
2. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY - THE BIG MOVES
Despite the challenges facing the global economy in 2020,
which resulted in a much flatter job market for much of the
middle of the year, there have still been some very interesting
moves in the sector.

Paul’s former colleague at Procserve and Basware Amabel Grant
has been promoted to MD of fast growing Bloom Procurement
Services who are carving out a very successful niche in public
sector procurement.

Coupa continued to hire throughout much of the year,
particularly in client facing roles, as did Ivalua. SAP was
less active in the market from April onwards having been
particularly people hungry in 2019. But a business of this size
will always have some churn and 2020 was no different with
some high profile departures including the President Chris
Haydon, an Ariba/Quadrem veteran who was widely respected
across the business and customer base. Global Sales Leader
Pat McCarthy also left in August.

Rosslyn Data Technologies made a series of hires even throughout
the most challenging period of the year and were able to recruit
Paul Lawrence and Mark Blackwell, both formally of Spend 360,
one of Coupa’s past acquisitions.

On the plus side is the return of Henrik Smedberg to the UK
in his role as Head of Intelligent Spend Management UKI (i.e.
SAP Ariba & SAP Fieldglass). This role was previously held by
Stephan Beeusaert (now Smartsheet) and before that Justin
Sadler Smith. Henrik is well respected with the business
having previously worked in the Nordics (2011-2013) and more
recently leading sales for ANZ out of Sydney before moving to
the UK.
Richard Hogg, MD of Bravo Solutions prior to the takeover by
Jaggaer since 2012 and most recently VP of Northern Europe,
left the business after 15 years. Greatly respected by his team,
Richard is expected to take some time off but we hope to see
his popular leadership and likeable personality back in the
sector in future.
Chris Jasper, once one of Richard’s team at Bravo, has left his
position as Sales Director at Tradeshift to join VMS specialist
Beeline as their VP of Business Development for Europe where
he will work closely with MD Manuel Roger.
Basware lost former Procserve founder Paul Clayton who
joined supply chain traceability specialist Circulor. Paul joins
up with some former PA Consulting and Procserve colleagues
in this exciting start up that uses blockchain technology to
track commodities along the entire supply chain from source
to product.

Graham Moore, an industry specialist with the likes of Accenture,
Cap Gemini, IBM and Genpact on his CV moved to join exciting
services sourcing specialists Globality as their VP of Alliances
and Business Development in what looks like a real statement of
intent from them. We expect to see impressive growth from them
moving forward.
Supplier information management specialist HICX have been very
active in the recruitment market throughout 2020 making several
hires including experienced sales leader Steve Cobley who joined
from Ivalua and Mayank Chandla, formerly part of IBM’s Ariba practice.
In terms of the corporate world, it’s worth recapping some
interesting developments from last year and any review has
to start with Coupa who made four acquisitions in 2020 taking
its overall total to 18. The cash rich, growth hungry, high profile
business led by CEO Rob Bernshteyn bought Bellin (treasury), Yapta
(travel), ConnXus (supplier diversity) and most notably Llamasoft
(AI powered supply chain design) for $1.5BN which makes it their
biggest acquisition yet. For analysis of the technology and where
it will fit in the Coupa platform we recommend Spend Matters for
their in depth coverage.
In the consulting world, one notable deal in the UK occurred when
Deloitte acquired SAP Cloud consultancy Keytree in August. This
will add to their capability in their partnership with SAP Ariba.
Globality, Tealbook, Circulor, Fairmarkit, Per Angusta, Pagero
and Agiloft were amongst the long list of exciting vendors who
benefited from new investment in 2020 in what is seen by many
as a vote of confidence for the long term health of the spend
management sector.
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ACTIVITY IN THE MARKET IN JANUARY SUGGESTS
BOTH AN IMPROVEMENT IN DEMAND IN
EARLY 2021 AND THAT PROCUREMENT AND
ASSOCIATED TECHNOLOGY MARKETS ARE
AMONGST THE MOST ROBUST PROFESSIONAL
JOB MARKETS.

Edbury Daley

“CURRENT RECRUITMENT ACTIVITY SUGGESTS THAT THE PROCUREMENT AND
SUPPLY CHAIN WORLD IS IN A STRONGER POSITION THAN MANY OTHER SECTORS.”
3. THE HIRING LANDSCAPE Q1 2021 - RECENT ACTIVITY AND TRENDS
As we embark on the recovery from the biggest global crisis in
most of our lifetimes, current recruitment activity, often seen as
a key barometer of economic health and confidence, suggests
that there is evidence that the Procurement and Supply Chain
world is in a stronger position than many other sectors.
The associated technology and consulting markets are in rude
health by comparison to much of the wider economic landscape
and there is genuine optimism that things will continue to
improve. This is because the profession is at the heart of how
companies will solve the challenges created by the events of 2020.

The activity in the market in January suggests both an
improvement in demand in early 2021 and that procurement and
associated technology markets are amongst the most robust
professional job markets. Using the KPMG vacancies index
to assess sector by sector activity, two of the three fastest
growing permanent job markets are technology and financial,
which supports our theory to a degree without giving specific
data on the particular niche sectors that we are focusing on here.

Despite a large proportion of Europe being in various forms
of national or regional lockdowns, the early signs in 2021 are
that the job market for the sector is remarkably busy already.
A significant number of software vendors and consultancies
are actively in the market for staff. In the case of the vendors,
the main demand is for revenue generation roles such as
sales, presales and customer success, whilst the demand in
the consultancy market is driven by a thirst for people with
transformation experience usually including the implementation
and adoption of digital procurement tools.
In their report into the UK jobs markets published in early January
KPMG and The REC reported that: “UK recruitment consultancies
recorded a renewed rise in permanent placements at the end
of 2020, thereby ending a two-month sequence of decline.
That said, the rate of growth was only marginal. The upturn
was generally attributed to increased business activity and an
improvement in market confidence, partly due to recent vaccine
news, which led clients to press on with previously delayed
recruitment plans. However, there were also widespread reports
that the COVID-19 pandemic, renewed lockdown measures and
uncertainty over Brexit had dampened growth of permanent hires.”

So how did we get to a stage where the market is so busy, so
quickly bearing in mind that hiring markets largely ground to
halt for large parts of the second and third quarters of 2020?
Cont...
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WE BELIEVE THERE IS EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT
THE THEORY THAT THE COVID PANDEMIC HAS,
AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE, A CATALYST FOR
INCREASED DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF
PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN IN A
NUMBER OF INDUSTRIES.

Edbury Daley

“SO ARE COMPANIES FEELING BULLISH ABOUT THEIR PROSPECTS IN
2021 BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF WHAT DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN
PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN CAN DELIVER FOR ORGANISATIONS?”
3. THE HIRING LANDSCAPE Q1 2021 - RECENT ACTIVITY AND TRENDS CONT...
Knowing how many tech vendors faired last year against their
revenue targets and also how their sales varied over the course
of the year, we believe there is evidence to support the theory
that the Covid pandemic has, and will continue to be, a catalyst
for increased digital transformation of procurement and supply
chain in a number of industries. We look into more evidence to
support this theory later in this report.

feel safer for both parties and don’t incur any recruitment
costs. There are some exceptions as the strongest software
companies seek to hoover up talent in a less competitive
market. Some companies start to adapt to hiring over Teams/
Zoom. The core Procurement professional job market is one of
the better professional markets but the solutions providers
largely remain quiet with a few notable exceptions.

Before that, let’s reflect on a brief summary of the market
conditions in 2020 that illustrate just how much things have
changed:

Q4 - The job market gradually starts to improve despite
redundancies taking hold in certain sectors, particularly for
companies who were either struggling prior to Covid, made
bad decisions in the pandemic or their market died, often for
reasons beyond their control. However despite all that overall
activity steadily improves with confidence returning, possibly
due to vaccine hopes. For many businesses, there was also
a realisation that things had to change and the answer for
many lies in increased or better use of technology. That is why
December was the busiest month of the year and the signs in
Q1 of 2021 are that we have a remarkably busy hiring market.

Q1 - The first quarter of the year was actually quite a flat hiring
market in the procurement tech sector. 2019 had seen many
organisations significantly increase headcount whilst enjoying
strong market conditions but with Brexit uncertainty still in the
air, there was a degree of caution around hiring with companies
generally focusing on getting the best from existing resources.
Q2 - The implications of the Covid pandemic hit Europe and
the lockdowns began. Companies are in survival mode and
professional job markets cease to operate as priorities are
elsewhere. As we head into May and June we start to see spikes
of activity as companies focus on business critical hires that can’t
wait any longer, but the overall market is still incredibly quiet.
Q3 - Spikey activity continues but professional recruiters are
largely struggling for work, whilst internal recruiters become
fearful of job security. Most moves are being done through
existing personal networks, for example ex-colleagues as these

So are companies feeling bullish about their prospects in
2021 because of the nature of what digital transformation in
procurement and supply chain can deliver for organisations?
It would appear so and would correspond nicely to the theory
that more is expected from procurement and supply chain
functions in challenging times.
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IN TERMS OF MORE DELIVERY ORIENTED
PROCUREMENT CONSULTANCY, THOSE ABLE TO
DELIVER REAL CHANGE IN A COMPANY’S COST
BASE QUICKLY FOUND THEIR SERVICES TO BE
PARTICULARLY VALUED IN CERTAIN VERTICALS.

Edbury Daley

“THE FACT THAT THERE IS ALSO HIRING ACTIVITY IN DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION FROM BOTH PWC AND DELOITTE IS A USEFUL
BAROMETER OF THE HEALTH OF THAT SECTOR.”
4. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN CONSULTING MOVES AND INSIGHTS
Paul Desrosiers became the first newly appointed procurement
focused Partner in a big four since Leon Smith (PWC) in 2016.
KPMG’s successful partnership with Coupa was probably a key
factor in his promotion and also partially explains why they
continued to hire throughout much of the pandemic in the
middle and end of the year.
The fact that there is also hiring activity in digital transformation
from both PWC and Deloitte is a useful barometer of the health
of that sector. We’ll look into why that is the case in the next
chapter but the point is further emphasised by the success of
Xoomworks who are thriving in the mid-market through their
partnerships with both Coupa and SAP Ariba, one of the few
partner organisations to effectively work with both industry
leaders and at times fierce rivals for both customers and people.
Accenture’s activity in the sector wasn’t quite as positive as
they lost both Dennis Scharer (the UK Ariba lead) and Wilhelm K
du P Greyling (UK Coupa Lead) in the final quarter of 2020.
Wilhelm joined IHS Markit and was followed out of Accenture by
Johan Torne who joined KPMG’s growing Coupa team. In fact
Accenture lost around 900 people to redundancy in the summer
as part of the reduction in demand due to the pandemic.
On the procurement consulting side it has been a varied year
and the view of the market depends on sector exposure and the
nature of the consulting projects normally undertaken.
In terms of more delivery oriented procurement consultancy,
those able to deliver real change in a company’s cost base
quickly found their services to be particularly valued in certain
verticals.
For example, Guy Strafford from Proxima told us that:
“organisations facing a reduction in their normal markets had
to adapt their cost bases quickly to reflect the reduction in
income. At the other end of the spectrum, those organisations
that saw growth in their markets were incurring more
expenditure to operate their businesses.”

In both cases Proxima’s cost transformation expertise proved to
be valued by new and existing customers alike resulting in a
very productive year of growth from their perspective.
Strafford also told us that years of work by procurement and
supply chain leaders was paying dividends now as their
functions were at the forefront of adapting to the challenges
faced by COVID. Again a further illustration of why this profession,
and the solution providers that support it, are seeing the market
conditions outlined in this report.
In the wider market, some work was initially halted across the
board and we do know of one consultancy that made a number
of their procurement people redundant in Q2. Consultancies
focused on hospitality, leisure and also aviation struggled but
those with a generalist cross sector offer found that soon they
had a strong pipeline but often very focused on cost savings
with very tough and price sensitive bidding processes.
In Q3 and then especially Q4 this changed and many now report
strong pipelines and overall having had an acceptable or even a
good year as Procurement, contract management risk and supply
chain are all seen as critical to many businesses operations.
One of the big four in Europe told us they had not won any new
procurement consultancy projects in 2020 at all but were busy
with ongoing work or digital transformation rather than for
example restructuring or operating model work.
On the public sector side one small niche consultancy told us
they have been busy all year but that the competition is now
ferocious as many of their competitors have tried to balance
lost revenue from other sectors. Hence the bidding process has
become intense and often price or ‘value add’ driven (so they need
to bundle in other services for free without additional cost).
A number of the longer term strategic consultancies by contrast
have had a more difficult year. By definition these are longer
term projects impacting a number of key business activities
and so take longer to design and implement and critically it
takes longer for the CFO to see the return on investment.
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CLEAR TRENDS HAVE EMERGED THAT
REFLECT THE CHALLENGES FACING BOTH
THE SUPPLY CHAIN COMMUNITY AND THE
PEOPLE WHO SEEK TO HELP THEM FROM
THE VARIOUS SOLUTION PROVIDERS.

Edbury Daley

“THERE WAS AN INITIAL MOVE AWAY FROM MAJOR TRANSFORMATION
PROJECTS AS MORE SHORT TERMS MEASURES WERE PRIORITIZED.”
5. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
Throughout the last quarter of 2020 and the first weeks of 2021
we have been able to speak to the leaders and senior managers
of a wide range of organisations across the procurement
technology ecosystem. They range from companies that offer
full platform solutions like SAP Ariba and Ivalua through to best
of breed tools such as Rosslyn Data Technologies.

Fundamentally, the objective is to understand the future
commitments of the business and to prioritise supplier
payments to maintain the integrity of the supply chain. For
example, some SME suppliers may need more urgent support
than others and our solution is able to provide vital insights to
support business critical decisions in this area.”

We’ve also spoken to relevant members of the procurement and
supply chain consulting world including KPMG, Proxima,
Xoomworks and Olivehorse.

So, it’s clear that companies who had already adopted some of
these tools successfully had an advantage through the
efficiency in their systems and/or the value of having accurate
data to support their decision making. This is supported by
Deloitte’s recent CPO flash survey where they reported that
“organisations that are thriving (in the pandemic) had higher
visibility into both tier 1 and tier 2 suppliers and were twice as
likely to prioritize digitization in their day-to-day operations.”

We asked them to tell us what they have seen in the past year
in terms of demands from their clients and prospects, and
specifically how that has changed because of Covid and other
key events in 2020. We wanted to understand what their clients’
priorities are, how they are approaching the major challenges
and what the means for developments in the digital procurement
and supply chain world.
Throughout these conversations, clear trends have emerged
that reflect the challenges facing both the supply chain community
and the people who seek to help them from the various solution
providers. These challenges also present opportunities for
professional development and organisational growth.
They also support the theory that the events of 2020 have been
a catalyst for the acceleration of digital transformation and that
is the first of the five trends we will focus on.
ACCELERATED DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
When the Covid crisis first hit Europe everyone was faced with
an unprecedented set of circumstances. Understandably there
was an initial move away from major transformation projects
as more short terms measures were prioritized.
Franck Lheureux, General Manager EMEA at Ivalua told us that:
“2020 saw CPOs have two dominant areas to manage as the
focus shifted towards a short term emphasis on savings and
analysis of where and why you spend.”
That latter point was echoed by Nadia Law, Client Director at
Rosslyn. She said: “The major issues for our clients last year
centred around cash flow. There was a shift from ‘what are we
spending and from whom? ’ to ‘what and when are we paying?’

For those that didn’t have the data that gave them the supplier
visibility, the events were acting as a potential catalyst for change
within their organisations and this resulted in the market becoming
much more active in the third quarter of the year as conversations
about how to solve these problems with better use of technology
really started to increase with customers.
We asked Mo Ahmad, Vice President, Alliances and Channel,
EMEA/MEE, at SAP Ariba & Fieldglass what he’d seen change in
2020 from a customer perspective. He told us: “We have seen
two particular trends in our market develop over the course of
2020. Firstly some CIOs have taken the view that they need to
embrace the transformation agenda more than ever and this
has accelerated the process.
“At the other end of the spectrum, you have companies that are
fearful of such a big commitment whilst they are fighting for
survival. In this community the tendency has been to start small
with a solution that can deliver real value, effectively pay for itself
and help build the business case to go to the next level.”
SAP has had success offering solutions like Ariba Discovery and
Start Sourcing for free or significantly reduced cost to help
organisations out and show what they can achieve when they
adopt these solutions.
CONT...
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IT IS OUR VIEW THAT THESE EVENTS
HAVE DRIVEN AN INCREASE IN DEMAND
FOR BOTH SOLUTION PROVIDERS AND
TRANSFORMATION CONSULTANTS’ SERVICES
AND HAS RESULTED IN GREATER DEMAND
FOR PEOPLE IN CLIENT FACING ROLES.

Edbury Daley

“THIS IS DRIVING RELATIVELY BUOYANT JOB MARKET
CONDITIONS COMPARED TO MANY OTHER SECTORS.”

5. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY TRENDS CONT...
Other solution providers who offer a full suite solution like Ivalua have
also had success with the “land and expand” philosophy encouraging
customers to start small and build the business case to take the next
step by delivering meaningful return on the investment. Mo told us:
“In 2021 we expect the market to talk more about this philosophy and
SAP will be driving this model as a core part of our business strategy
going forward. This will mean agile solutions, delivered faster with a
quicker ROI but at the same time connected into the Intelligent
Enterprise which gives you the room to expand your operations in the
areas where you need business transformation the most.”
Much of Mo Ahmad’s role focuses on working closely with SAP’s key
partners who support the implementation and adoption of tools
like Ariba. When we asked him what the partner organisations
were experiencing, he said: “In terms of Partners, companies need
more help. They are leaning on the advisory businesses more than
ever to get the results they need. So it’s not just about the solution,
they need the advice and experience to reap the benefits and
deliver the value that justifies the investment.”
This is a view shared by consultancies themselves. Speaking to a
senior leader from one of Coupa’s key transformation partners, we
were told that companies generally fall into two brackets when it
comes to adoption: “There are those willing to embrace the full
transformation agenda and adopt a full suite solution like Coupa
and others that are more risk averse, or possibly have smaller
budgets, who are adopting the solutions module by module, ideally
justifying the investment by demonstrating value before moving to
the next step. Either way, there is certainly some stimulation to
digital procurement and supply chain from the events of 2020.”
Fred Akuffo of specialist Supply Chain planning consultancy Olivehorse
offered a similar view. “What we’ve seen in 2020 is an acceleration in
organisations moving to the cloud, particularly for solutions that
support integrated business planning (IBP). One reason is the simple
practical problem of employees accessing old, clunky on premise
systems from home but the others are more around speed, agility,
efficiency and opportunity to drive profitability from superior systems.”
Covid hit at a time when there’s been a revolution in the capability
of systems to address issues around supply chain maturity and
resilience in a more proactive fashion enabling people to ask,
‘how can we do this better?’

That thinking has pushed more companies to explore alternatives
to their current systems and whilst they probably would have gone
this way eventually, the unique problems caused by Covid have
accelerated the process for many organisations.”
Besides the practical benefits of cloud over on premise, what has
driven this? In some cases it’s fear of getting caught out by this
sort of crisis again in the future. For others it’s the need to stay
competitive in the face of changing market conditions and possibly
more agile competitors gaining competitive advantage over them.
As Fred Akuffo said: “Procurement and supply chain leaders can’t
wait days to make decisions whilst planners evaluate hundreds of lines of
Excel information and different potential scenarios. They need
accurate information that can be interpreted quickly to support
better decision making and this is what IBP solutions can offer.”
At the other end of the market, Paul Heron of specialist vendor Claritum
offered the view that the trend was away from ‘static’ ERP packages
or those difficult to customise to those with high levels of functionality.
His clients want to see value and real benefit so off the shelf
solutions are not enough and many customers want a tailored
solution that is flexible and adaptable. They also need a partner
whose strengths are a willingness to listen with the capability
to adapt their solution to their needs.
Recently he has found clients are approaching them, often from
old projects that never progressed beyond the RFP stage.
They also have created a new BRIGHT by Claritum solution which is
aimed specifically at SMEs and provides capabilities that to date have
only been available to larger enterprises, usually at a higher cost.
Regardless of scale, their clients want to know if their software
solution can help them do more with either fewer people or
with constrained headcount and enable them to work smarter
with transactional work done automatically and easily.
It is our view that these events have driven an increase in
demand for both solution providers and transformation
consultants’ services. That has resulted in greater demand for
people in client facing roles for both sectors late in 2020 and
already in 2021. This is driving relatively buoyant job market
conditions compared to many other sectors and particularly
compared to the second and third quarters of 2020.
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DUN & BRADSTREET FOUND THAT FIVE MILLION
COMPANIES, INCLUDING 938 OF THE FORTUNE
1000, HAD TIER TWO SUPPLIERS IN THE
WUHAN REGION IN CHINA, WHERE COVID
FIRST APPEARED.

Edbury Daley

“AT THE HEART OF ALL THIS IS A RELIANCE ON ACCURATE
INFORMATION TO INFORM DECISION MAKING.”

5. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY TRENDS CONT...
SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE, RISK AND VISIBILITY
Everyone we spoke to for this report emphasised that this has
been the key area in 2020 whatever their personal area of
expertise or company offering.

For solution providers able to offer greater visibility across the
supply chain 2020 has seen the market move in their direction
with increased demand for their services. Tealbook, a US based
specialist providing a ‘Trusted Source of Supplier Data’ has
experienced spectacular growth in 2020.

Franck Lheureux of Ivalua told us: “The increased focus on
supply chain risk and resilience had moved direct spend to the
top of the agenda for many companies across the various
manufacturing verticals.

HICX founder Costas Xyloyiannis told his LinkedIn followers that
the business had grown fivefold over the year. One of their hires
was Steve Cobley, a hugely experienced sales specialist who
has spent time at both Ivalua and Coupa.

“With planning made much more difficult by increased volatility,
it’s very difficult for organisations to make predictions with any
confidence. So with CFOs and CPOs facing the challenge of
balancing costs versus supply chain resilience when making
decisions about offshoring and nearshoring, the 20/80 model
that often relies on a small number of large suppliers etcetera,
there are significant risks impacting on production capability,
cash flow and investment.”

Steve told us: “We saw companies realise just how vulnerable
they are in their supply chains in 2020, particularly those in
manufacturing sectors with international supplier bases. For
example, if you are sourcing 60% of your materials from China
and it effectively shuts down as it did in early 2020 that leaves you
in a very difficult situation. That was an alarm call for a lot of
organisations and the result of it is driving major transformation.”

Ivalua’s capability across these areas of spend and their ability
to provide their customers with a single source of truth in their
data has been vital in aiding the decision making as clients
balance the variables in these complex equations. This is a key
reason why Ivalua enjoyed a very successful year in 2020.
When people talk about events like Covid accelerating digital
transformation, it’s examples like this where Ivalua has made a
real difference across its customer base that should be
celebrated across the market. As one widely respected source
from Coupa told us: “The industry needs strong competition as
it pushes us all to get better and we respect the likes of Ivalua
and Ariba for the part they play in that.”
The focus on this area was echoed by many that we spoke to.
One consulting leader told us: “What we’ve seen in response to
the Covid Pandemic is a much greater focus on managing
supplier risk, particularly for those that were exposed by a
reliance on business critical suppliers overseas. Clearly the
obvious example of that is those using international suppliers
who had major problems earlier in 2020, but focusing on more
local supply chains is also a factor for UK based organisations
with concerns about the impact of Brexit.”

In fact, Dun & Bradstreet found that five million companies,
including 938 of the Fortune 1000, had tier two suppliers in the
Wuhan region in China, where Covid first appeared.
Steve Cobley continues: “As a result companies are looking at
the diversification of their supplier communities as part of
addressing how they mitigate against future global problems
like the pandemic. They are also looking at how they get better
information to help manage that situation. For some companies,
they may have already invested in cloud based procurement
solutions which have helped them enormously but what if their
production and planning systems are still on premise and key
staff are home based? How do you get full visibility across your
operations in that situation? So problems like this are driving
the move to cloud, better interoperability between solutions
and moving high onto the supply chain agenda alongside
sustainability, visibility and risk management.”
There are many more who have told us similar stories. At the
heart of all this is a reliance on accurate information to inform
decision making. In very simple terms, those manufacturing
businesses who have accurate supplier data have benefitted
hugely from that in their response to what for many has been a
crisis in their supply chains.
CONT...
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WHETHER ACTING OUT OF FEAR OF MANAGING
REPUTATIONAL RISK OR A GENUINE PASSION
FOR CORPORATE AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY,
THE GROWTH IN EMPHASIS ON ESG IN 2020
HAS BEEN SIGNIFICANT.

Edbury Daley

“OF COURSE THE PRESSURES IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN REFERRED TO ABOVE
HAD FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS FOR ALL SORTS OF ORGANISATIONS.”

5. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY TRENDS CONT...
It’s clear that firms providing best of breed tools around supplier
data saw a significant, in some cases drastic, increase in demand
for their solutions in the second half of 2020 and this is driving more
hiring in this particular niche of the procurement technology sector.
FINANCE
Of course the pressures in the supply chain referred to above
had financial implications for all sorts of organisations. In
particular, if you want to support vulnerable suppliers in your
supply chain, not every organisation can fund that easily.
Rob Tuckwell from Barclaycard told us: “Our B2B Payments
business experienced a very busy year where our solutions
really made a difference across a number of business critical
supply chains. Our Precisionpay bank transfer product saw
double digit growth as the ability to optimise working capital
really resonated with the market facing huge change. The net
result was an acceleration in the automation and digitisation of
back office functions.”
The bank itself had to contend with a huge volume of activity
related to the UK government’s emergency business interruption
loan scheme which helped short term and enabled many large
organisations to continue to support their supply chains.
Whilst many companies used that cash to pay their suppliers
quickly, there were still examples of less desirable behaviour
when supplier payments were delayed to protect the financial
stability of the buying organisation.
As Rob Tuckwell said: “If you want to be a buyer of choice, the
most basic element of that strategy is to pay your suppliers on
time or earlier, and for many that was more important in 2020
than at any other time in recent history.”
The Barclaycard Payments Intelligence service also saw growth in
demand in the second half of 2020 as more organisations used that
platform to understand where they might have vulnerabilities in
their supply chain. Analysing a company’s Accounts Payable data
and supplementing it with third party data enables the service to
identify suppliers that have been impacted more severely by the
pandemic. This in turn enables decision makers to make swift, real
life decisions on which suppliers should receive additional support.

As providers of a unique working capital marketplace , C2FO is
able to offer a unique insight into the financial dynamics of the
supply chain world. Andrew Burns, VP of Europe at C2FO told us
that: “Going back to March and April when the crisis began to
really take hold in Europe the immediate reaction was a scramble
for cash. Companies were understandably concerned about a
similar situation developing to the one that had been the case
during the credit crunch. They were concerned about liquidity
and in some cases were frantically considering their options in
terms of lines of credit with their banking partners and other
third party providers.
“Once it became clear that there wasn’t going to be a credit crisis
because the normal mechanisms were still in place, many
companies that had secured lines of credit now had that cash sat
on their balance sheet at some cost and the question became
‘how do we use it?’”
There were two main options available, each of which correspond
to the other trends we have featured in this report. The first
being a question of which suppliers might need support in the
form of early payments to secure their financial stability, but the
second actually became the more dominant one in several
industries as ESG (environmental and social governance) rapidly
rose to the top of the boardroom agenda.
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (ESG)
As Paul Clayton of specialist supply chain traceability firm Circulor
told us: “People are now much more aware of issues such as
climate change and responsible sourcing, the Greta Thunberg
affect if you will, and it is driving real change.”
Whether acting out of fear of managing reputational risk or a
genuine passion for corporate and social responsibility, the
growth in emphasis on ESG in 2020 has been significant.
When talking about supply chain risk, a leading specialist consultant
told us: ”Management of the supplier base has also been affected by
the growing trend around ethical and sustainable sourcing along
with a greater desire for diversity in supplier ownership.” This theme
was supported in many of our conversations.
CONT...
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HAVING THE FUNDS TO FINANCE THESE
INITIATIVES IS VITAL, BUT SO IS ACCURATE
DATA FROM ACROSS YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN
THAT HELPS COMPANIES UNDERSTAND
WHERE TO FOCUS THEIR ATTENTION.

Edbury Daley

“IT’S IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT COMPANIES NEED TO APPLY THEIR
STRATEGY ACROSS THE ENTIRE SUPPLY CHAIN.”

5. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY TRENDS CONT...
Andrew Burns of C2FO told us that it had become a dominant
theme in several of their customers and he explained why it’s
become such an important area for their business. “When faced
with ESG problems in the supply chain manufacturers were
usually faced with three choices. Either change the product,
change the supplier or intervene. The first two options could
have wider social impacts so with capital available to them,
intervening to support suppliers financially to make the
necessary changes became a common strategy that worked
well for major CPG organisations in 2020.
“Another area where ESG has had a significant impact on capital
markets involves the accessibility of investment capital from
green funds. These funds are typically cheaper compared to
mainstream capital, so being able to qualify for them by
performing strongly on areas like sustainability is hugely
advantageous. Investment in reducing the corporate carbon
footprint and other associated environmental KPIs is another
growing trend that C2FO has observed significant activity in.”
With such a focus on ESG, it’s important to remember that
companies need to apply their strategy across the entire supply
chain because just one rogue supplier can cause enormous
reputational damage, not to mention the impact on the
environment or local community. So C2FO’s ability to help find
the working capital to support an ESG initiative across the
entire supply chain, something that is very difficult to do using
traditional banking methods, has been another vital part of
their service.

Having the funds to finance these initiatives is vital, but so is
accurate data from across your supply chain which helps
companies understand where to focus their attention. Nadia
Law from Rosslyn told us that one area that their customers
really relied on them in 2020 was exactly this. She said: “There
was also an impact from a CSR perspective. Our solutions offer
visibility across various tiers of the supply chain and can locate
areas of concern in terms of modern slavery, child labour
etcetera. So when considering issues such as reputational risk,
our clients were able to assess their potential exposure using
accurate data and make more informed decisions. Ultimately,
this is all about supply chain visibility and risk, and it’s clear
there is no substitute for accurate, informative, data led insights
in modern supply chain management.”
What are the implications for procurement and supply chain
management professionals, their skills and professional
opportunities?
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YOU CAN EITHER GET ON BOARD OR YOU AND
YOUR EMPLOYER CAN GET LEFT BEHIND AS
THE MORE AGILE, DIGITALLY ENHANCED
BUSINESSES WITH A CLEAR ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SOCIAL PURPOSE THRIVE.

Edbury Daley

“2020 SAW THE RAPID RISE OF THE ESG AGENDA IN SUPPLY CHAIN
AND FURTHER ACCELERATION OF THE ADOPTION OF
DIGITAL PROCUREMENT TOOLS.”
6. THE RISE OF DIGITAL AND SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT
In the previous five editions of this report we have consistently talked
about the skills needed for the future of procurement, particularly digital
procurement. 2020 saw the rapid rise of the ESG agenda in supply chain
and further acceleration of the adoption of digital procurement tools.

The frustration for the people we know in this space is that there
are so few organisations who currently have dedicated in house
roles. There is growth in this space but it has been slow so far.
We hope and expect that will really start to change now.

Both trends had been around for a while, and are now more
interconnected than ever with the rise of businesses like Circulor and
Ecovadis, but the pace of change has materially changed in the past year
as we’ve seen in this research.

The other roles that score heavily in this research like RPA or AI/
cognitive specialists, and data architects are also on the rise
but again at a disappointing pace. There is a much smaller
talent pool of people who can point to experience in this area
dedicated to procurement and supply chain but they do exist.

So we are no longer talking about the future of procurement when
we discuss digital or ESG because the future is here, and it’s called
the present. This is procurement in 2021. You, your teams and your
colleagues can either get on board or you and your employer can
get left behind as the more agile, digitally enhanced businesses
with a clear environmental and social purpose thrive.
In terms of further evidence to support this theory, management
consultancy Hackett Group asked Procurement leaders if they recognise
a need for more tech-centric roles in their teams. Here are the results:

In each of these areas we hope to see accelerated growth in demand
for the skills but it will be constrained by the availability of skills. The
answer to that question lies in the ability of CPOs to attract sought
after external talent and/or train and develop these skills in house.
The best examples we see involve hiring an expert who has been
down this path already in their career who can then influence
those around them in a new organisation to become a catalyst for
upskilling colleagues and ultimately the function as a whole.
The key is to know who the early adopters are, the companies who have
got it right and then understand who their trailblazers are. If you can
find a way to attract them into your organisation you can do great things.

Image Source: Supply Chain Dive

It is clear from this that roles such as that of Digital transformation
program manager are recognised by the leadership community as
being important. For many, this function is effectively run by their
advisory partners, but on the evidence of those that have specialist
in house roles in this area, their management of the advisory
businesses, specialist contractors or internal resources are vital to
the successful adoption of procurement tools, whether they be full
suite solutions or a range of best of breed, specialist tools.
There is now a significant talent pool of people who have undertaken
this role on behalf of end users. There are also consultants who would
like to go into this sort of position so they could see projects through
to completion and ideally push for ongoing pursuit of best practice.

It’s a similar story when it comes to identifying people who have
been at the heart of innovative projects that have materially changed
the impact procurement and supply chain teams can have on
environmental and sustainability initiatives. Many of them have joined
the wonderful Sustainable Procurement Pledge initiative created by
a group of visionary leaders, the growth of which tells its own story.
Looking at the achievements of some of the members of this
initiative supports our belief that great hires in these areas can be
a catalyst for raising the contribution of procurement and supply
chain teams, raising the bar across the function and helping leaders to
position their functions at the heart of the sustainability agenda.
If you know which companies are already at the forefront of these
initiatives, you can identify the people who can make a real difference
to your organisation. It’s all about prioritising your objectives and
attracting the talent that will enable you to deliver on those aims.
Procurement Leaders - if this resonates with you then Edbury Daley can
help you make real progress when it comes to identifying, attracting and
ultimately hiring high performing specialists in these areas.
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Edbury Daley places outstanding professionals in to a wide
range of businesses in the key areas of Procurement, Supply
Chain, Consultancy and Spend Management Technology.
Our people, our knowledge and our networks are outstanding
and we are constantly challenging our clients and ourselves
to recruit more effectively. We know our market and we are
passionate about sharing that knowledge.

Our reputation is founded on providing consistency,
professionalism and honesty in every single assignment,
regardless of size. Our procurement recruitment knowledge
is unrivalled and we will continue to set industry standards.
Edbury Daley is the recruitment company that others aspire to.

More info at www.edburydaley.com
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